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Sage Group

Fat Prophets take some pro�ts

Following what was a solid start to 2019 in the �rst quarter, the Sage Group (LSE.SGE) has

continued this trend with its �rst half report showcasing sustained growth with robust

subscription growth in North America and Europe. Progress towards the subscription model

is pleasing. However, the valuation has hit relatively lofty levels and we believe it to be an

opportune time to take some pro�ts.

What’s new?

Back in April (FAT-UK-777), we covered the company’s �rst quarter �scal 2019 wherein it

showed that it was quite the ‘comeback kid’ staging a solid recovery following an unusually

bumpy FY18.

Management also issued their guidance for FY19 with recurring revenue set to grow 8%-9%

while Software and Software Related Services (SSRS) and processing revenues are expected

to report a more muted performance, being �at to a mid-single digit decline. Organic

operating margins are also expected to fall between 23% and 25% due to the ongoing

investments towards the SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) model.

Since then, the company has issued its interim update providing more colour on progress.

Overall this was solid with statutory revenues up 6.4% year-on-year to £957 million but the

more important metric is organic recurring revenue which is still growing at a pleasing

double-digit pace, up 10.2% to £779 million.
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Subscription growth was stronger, surging 27.7% year-on-year with more subscriptions in

North America and Europe. However, this was offset by an 11.8% decline in SSRS as the

business continues to transition out of ‘licence revenues’ towards a more stable subscription

model.

In light of this continued growth, CEO Steve Hare commented that they “… are encouraged by

the strong start to FY19” and he also added that they will maintain focus on the transition to

SaaS as “… re�ected in the strong performance in high quality recurring revenue, underpinned by

subscription in the �rst half of the year. We will continue to focus on driving high-quality recurring

and subscription revenue in the second half of the year.”

Organic operating pro�t, though, fell a slight 0.8% to £218 million largely re�ecting the

impact of taking out recurring income and one-off gains from the sale of its US Payroll

processing business and restructuring costs. On that note, Statutory Operating Pro�t did

increase 13% to £210 million from the mix of one-off gains and new accounting policies (IFRS

15 – unbundling subscription revenues et al).
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As evident from the image above, the company’s organic operating margin fell within

guidance while recurring revenues were ahead of the target. As a result, management

reaf�rmed their targets for FY19 and added that they expect that results will be “at the top

end or slightly exceed the guided range” for revenues while the operating margin will be within

the 23% and 25% range.

Unsurprisingly, optimism followed the results and has lifted the company’s valuations with

the forecast P/E now at 26 times, which is somewhat lofty in our view given that the sector

median is trading far below that at a multiple of 15.9 times while pro�t growth will continue

taking a hit from company ‘investment’ in pursuing the new model.

As re�ected in the Daily chart below, the share prices are near peak levels while looking to

have stabilised as the growth was priced in with the shares now currently trading in a tight

range between the 737.8p (support, blue line) and 773p (resistance, thick red line) levels.

In light of that, we see this as an opportune time to cash in on some gains and issue a SELL

HALF recommendation on the Sage Group.

Summary





Following what was a solid start to 2019 in the �rst quarter, the Sage Group (LSE.SGE) has

continued this trend with its �rst half report showcasing sustained growth with robust

subscription growth in North America and Europe. Progress towards the subscription model

is at a pleasing pace.

That said, the progress has pushed sentiment to upbeat levels and lifted the valuation to a

somewhat lofty level with the forecast P/E now at 26 times which is well above the sector

median’s 15.9 times �gure.

Accordingly, we believe it a prudent time to cash in some gains and issue a SELL HALF

recommendation on the Sage Group.
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